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Abstract This article is devoted to the elliptic Stark conjecture formulated byDarmon
(Forum Math Pi 3:e8, 2015), which proposes a formula for the transcendental part
of a p-adic avatar of the leading term at s = 1 of the Hasse–Weil–Artin L-series
L(E, ϱ1 ⊗ ϱ2, s) of an elliptic curve E/Q twisted by the tensor product ϱ1 ⊗ ϱ2 of
two odd 2-dimensional Artin representations, when the order of vanishing is two. The
main ingredient of this formula is a 2×2 p-adic regulator involving the p-adic formal
group logarithm of suitable Stark points on E . This conjecture was proved by Darmon
(ForumMath Pi 3:e8, 2015) in the setting where ϱ1 and ϱ2 are induced from characters
of the same imaginary quadratic field K . In this note, we prove a refinement of this
result that was discovered experimentally by Darmon (Forum Math Pi 3:e8, 2015,
[Remark 3.4]) in a few examples. Namely, we are able to determine the algebraic
constant up to which the main theorem of Darmon (Forum Math Pi 3:e8, 2015) holds
in a particular setting where the Hida–Rankin p-adic L-function associated to a pair
of Hida families can be exploited to provide an alternative proof of the same result.
This constant encodes local and global invariants of both E and K .
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1 Introduction
Let E/Qbe an elliptic curveof conductor NE and let f ∈ S2(NE )denote the eigenform
associated to it by modularity. Let in addition
ϱ : GQ −→ GL(Vϱ) = GLn(L)
be an Artin representation with values in a finite extension L/Q and factoring through
the Galois group Gal (H/Q) of a finite Galois extension H/Q. Here Vϱ is the L[GQ]-
module underlying the Galois representation ϱ.
We define the ϱ-isotypical component of the Mordell–Weil group of E(H) as
E(H)ϱ = HomGal (H/Q)(Vϱ, E(H)⊗ L),
and set
r(E, ϱ) := dimL E(H)ϱ.
Let L(E, ϱ, s) denote the Hasse–Weil–Artin L-series of the twist of E by ϱ. This
L-function is expected to admit analytic continuation to the whole complex plane and
to satisfy a functional equation relating the values at s and 2− s, although this is only
known in a few cases, including the ones we consider in this note. Assuming these
properties, we may define the analytic rank of the pair (E, ϱ) as
ran(E, ϱ) := ords=1L(E, ϱ, s).
The equivariant refinement of the Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer conjecture (cf. [15,
32]) for the twist of E by ϱ predicts that
r(E, ϱ) ?= ran(E, ϱ). (1)
The equality (1) is known to be true in rather few cases, always under the assumption
that ran(E, ϱ) = 0 or ran(E, ϱ) = 1. We refer to [6,13] for the latest developments
in this direction. In particular, one is often at a loss to construct nontrivial points in
E(H)ϱ.
In the recent work [10], Darmon, Lauder, and Rotger propose a new approach for
computing (linear combinations of logarithms of) nonzero elements in E(H)ϱ for a
wide class of Artin representations ϱ under the assumption that ran(E, ϱ) ≤ 2. More
precisely, ϱ is allowed to be any irreducible constituent of the tensor product
ϱ = ϱ1 ⊗ ϱ2
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of any pair of odd, two-dimensional Galois representations ϱ1 and ϱ2 of conductors
N1 and N2, respectively, satisfying
(NE , N1N2) = 1, det(ϱ2) = det(ϱ1)−1 and ran(E, ϱ1 ⊗ ϱ2) = 2.
After the ground-breaking works of Buzzard–Taylor, Khare–Wintenberger, and oth-
ers, we now know that these representations are modular and hence ϱ1 and ϱ2 are
isomorphic to the Deligne–Serre Artin representation associated to eigenforms
g ∈ M1(N ,χ), h ∈ M1(N ,χ−1),
respectively, where the level N might be taken to be the least common multiple of
NE , N1, and N2, and the nebentype χ = det(ϱ1) is the determinant of ϱ1 regarded as
a Dirichlet character.
Fix a prime p ! N at which g satisfies the classicality hypotheses C–C′ introduced
in [10]. The main conjecture of [10] is a formula relating
• a p-adic iterated integral associated to the triple ( f, g, h) of eigenforms,
• an explicit linear combination of formal group logarithms of points of infinite order
on E(H), and
• the p-adic logarithm of a Gross–Stark unit associated to the adjoint of g.
As shown in [10, Sect. 2], the p-adic iterated integral can be recast as the value of
the triple-product Harris–Tilouine p-adic L-function constructed in [12, Sect. 4.2] at
a point of weights (2, 1, 1). In this paper, we place ourselves in a setting where h is
Eisenstein and Harris–Tilouine’s p-adic L-function alluded to above can be replaced
with the more standard Rankin p-adic L-function of Hida [20, Sect. 7.4]. This obser-
vation is crucial for our purposes, for the latter p-adic L-function is more amenable
to explicit computations.
The linear combination of logarithms of points mentioned above arises as the deter-
minant of a 2 × 2 matrix introduced in [10] that plays the role of a p-adic avatar of
the regulator in the classical setting. Note however that this p-adic regulator does not
coincide with the one considered by Mazur et al. [28], as the p-adic height function
is replaced in [10] with the formal logarithm on the elliptic curve.
In some instances, as we shall see below, the logarithm of one of the points may be
isolated in such a way that the conjectural expression suggested in [10, ConjectureES]
gives rise to a formula that allows to compute the point in terms of more accessible
quantities which include the p-adic iterated integral and logarithms of global units
and points that are rational over smaller number fields.
To describe more precisely our main result, let K be an imaginary quadratic field
of discriminant −DK with DK ≥ 7 and let OK denote its ring of integers. Let also
hK = |ClK | denote the class number, gK = [ClK : Cl2K ] be the number of genera,
and χK be the quadratic Dirichlet character associated to K/Q.
Let c ≥ 1 be a fixed positive integer relatively prime to NE and let H/K denote
the ring class field of K of conductor c. Let
ψ : Gal (H/K ) −→ Q¯×
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be a character of finite order and
g := θ(ψ) ∈ M1(DKc2,χK )
be the theta series associated to ψ . This is an eigenform of level DKc2 and nebentype
character χK . The form g is cuspidal if and only if ψ2 ̸= 1.
LetQψ denote the finite extension generated by the values ofψ . Let ϱψ = IndKQ(ψ)
denote the odd two-dimensional Artin representation of GQ induced by ψ and write
Vψ for the underlying two-dimensional Qψ -vector space.
Fix nowanodd rational prime p = ℘℘¯ ! NE DK c2 that splits in K . The choice of the
ideal ℘ above p determines a Frobenius element Fr p in Gal (H/K ). The eigenvalues
of Fr p acting on Vψ are
α = ψ(Fr p), β = ψ¯(Fr p) = α−1.
As mentioned above, we assume that g satisfies the classicality hypotheses C–C′
of [10] at the prime p. When g is cuspidal, i.e.,ψ2 ̸= 1, one can verify1 that in our
setting the hypothesis is equivalent to assuming that α ̸= β. When θ(ψ) is Eisenstein,
i.e.,ψ2 = 1, one expects2 that hypotheses C–C′ are always satisfied in our case.
Remark 1.1 This assumption might appear unmotivated when one encounters it for
the first time. In the case where g is cuspidal, a striking recent result of Bellaïche
and Dimitrov [2] shows that hypotheses C–C′ ensure that the points in the eigencurve
associated to either of the two ordinary p-stabilizations gα , gβ of g are smooth and
the weight map is étale at these points.
Building on their work, it was further shown in [10, Sect. 1] that this assumption
implies that all overconvergent generalized eigenformswith the same system of Hecke
eigenvalues as gα are necessarily classical. This in turn guarantees that the p-adic
iterated integral we will consider in (5) below is well defined.
Finally, it is also worth mentioning that hypotheses C–C′ imply that the elliptic unit
uψ2 introduced in (2) below may be characterized, up to multiplication by scalars in
Q×ψ , as follows: up to Q
×
ψ , there is a single Gal (H/K )-equivariant homomorphism
ϕ : Qψ (ψ2) −→ O×H ⊗Qψ and uψ2 spans Im(ϕ).
The choice of ℘ determines an embedding K ↪→ Qp that we extend to an embed-
ding H ↪→ Cp. Write Hp for the completion of H with respect to this embedding.
1 Indeed, when g is cuspidal this hypothesis not only asks that α ̸= β but also that there should exist no
real quadratic field F in which p splits such that ϱg ≃ IndQF (ξ) for some character ξ of F . However, in our
CM setting, the existence of a character ξ of a real quadratic field F such that IndKQ (ψ) ≃ IndFQ(ξ) implies
that Gal (H/K ) ≃ C4. Then F is the single real quadratic field contained in the quadratic extension of K
cut out by ψ2, and the condition α ̸= β implies that p cannot split in F .
2 Indeed, when θ(ψ) is Eisenstein, it is shown in [10, Sect. 1] that a necessary condition for hypotheses
C–C′ to hold is that α = β, but this is automatically satisfied because ψ2 = 1. As explained in loc. cit., this
is also expected to be a sufficient condition.
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Note that there is a natural isomorphism of Gal (H/K )-modules
E(H)ϱψ = E(H)ψ ⊕ E(H)ψ¯ ,
where
E(H)ψ = {P ∈ E(H)⊗Qψ : Pσ = ψ(σ )P for all σ ∈ Gal (H/K )}
and E(H)ψ¯ is defined likewise.
Throughout, we impose the classical Heegner hypothesis.
Assumption 1.2 There exists an integral idealN inOK such thatOK /N ≃ Z/NEZ.
This assumption guarantees the existence of nontrivial elliptic units in H× and
Heegner points in E(H) arising from the classical modular curve X0(NE ). In partic-
ular, there exists a canonical unit (cf. e.g., [9, Sect. 1], [31, pp. 15–16]) associated to
the character ψ2 defined as
uψ2 =
{
anyp−unitinOH [ 1p ]× satisfying (u℘) = ℘hK , if ψ2 = 1,∑
σ∈Gal (H/K ) ψ2(σ )uσ ∈ O×H ⊗Qψ , if ψ2 ̸= 1.
(2)
Likewise, associated to ψ there is the canonical point (cf. e.g., [18, I. Sect. 6])
Pψ :=
∑
σ∈Gal (H/K )
ψ(σ )xσ ∈ E(H)ψ−1 ⊂ E(H)Vψ . (3)
In (2) and (3), u and x are arbitrary choices of an elliptic unit and Heegner point
with CM by OK , respectively. Since, up to sign, all such choices lie in the same orbit
under Gal (H/K ), uψ2 and Pψ do not depend on this, again up to sign. Notice that the
convention is different to the one usually taken in literature in the sense that σ acts on
Pψ as ψ(σ )−1 instead of ψ(σ ).
Set N = lcm(DKc2, NE ). Write S2(N )[ f ] (resp.M1(N ,χK )[g]) for the subspace
of S2(N ) (resp. of M1(N ,χK )) consisting of modular forms that are eigenvectors for
all good Hecke operators Tℓ, ℓ ! N , with the same eigenvalues as f (resp. g).
Fix a modular form f˘ = ∑n≥1 an( f˘ )qn ∈ S2(N )[ f ] and let
f˘ [p] = ∑
p!n
an( f˘ )qn
denote the p-depletion of f˘ .
Fix as well a modular form g˘ ∈ M1(N ,χK )[g] and let
g˘α(q) = g˘(q)− βg g˘(q p) ∈ M1(pN ,χK )
denote the ordinary stabilization of g˘ on which Up acts with eigenvalue α.
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Associated to the pair ( f˘ , g˘α), we may define a p-adic iterated integral as follows.
Let h := Eis1(1,χK ) ∈ M1(DK ,χK ) be the Eisenstein series associated to the
Dirichlet character χK , as defined, e.g., in [5, Sect. 2.1.2]. Let also
h˘ := E1,χK ,N ∈ M1(N ,χK )[h] (4)
denote the Eisenstein series of level N in the isotypic eigenspace of h that we introduce
in (15) below. Let
eord : Moc1 (N ,χK ) −→ Moc,ord1 (N ,χK )
denote Hida’s ordinary idempotent on the space of overconvergent modular forms of
weight 1, tame level N , and tame character χK . Let
e∗gα : Moc,ord1 (N ,χK ) −→ Moc,ord1 (N ,χK )[[g∗α]]
denote the projection onto the generalized eigenspace attached to g∗α .
Letting d = q ddq denote Serre’s p-adic derivative operator, the overconvergent
ordinary modular form
e∗gαeord
(
d−1 f˘ [p] × E1,χK,N
)
lies in the space of classical modular forms M1(pN ,χK )[g∗α] of weight 1, level pN ,
and nebentype χK , with coefficients in Qp, as explained in Remark 1.1.
Let γ˘gα be an element in theQψ -dual space of M1(pN ,χK )[g∗α]; more specifically,
we take it to be the one associated to g˘α in [10, Proposition 2.6]. By extending scalars,
we may regard γ˘gα as a Qp(ψ)-linear functional on M1(pN ,χK )[g∗α] as well.
Following [10], define∫
γ˘gα
f˘ · E1,χK,N := γ˘gα
(
e∗gαeord
(
d−1 f˘ [p] × E1,χK,N
))
∈ Cp. (5)
In [10, Theorem 3.3], it was proved a statement that, specialized to our setting,
asserts the following. Let logp denote the usual branch of the p-adic logarithm on H
×
p
that satisfies logp(p) = 0 and let logE,p denote the formal group logarithm on E/Hp.
Theorem 1.3 Assume ran(E/K ,ψ) = 1. There exists a finite extension L of Qψ and
a scalar λ( f˘ , g˘) ∈ L such that
∫
γ˘gα
f˘ · E1,χK,N = λ
(
f˘ , g˘
) · log2E,p(Pψ )
logp(uψ2)
.
Moreover, there is a suitable choice of f˘ and g˘ such that λ( f˘ , g˘) ̸= 0.
Several questions arise naturally in the light of the above statement:
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• Can the field L be determined?
• Are there explicit choices of f˘ and g˘ for which λ( f˘ , g˘) ̸= 0?
• Can the scalar λ( f˘ , g˘) be computed explicitly?
• Does λ( f˘ , g˘) have any arithmetical meaning?
The aim of this note is answering these questions by proving an explicit formula
for the scalar λ( f˘ , g˘) in terms of local and global arithmetic invariants of E and ψ . In
doing this, we prove as a particular case a formula that was already conjectured and
verified numerically in [10, Remark 3.4 and (45)].
While the main conjecture of [10] may be regarded as a p-adic analogue of the rank
part of the classical equivariant Birch andSwinnerton-Dyer conjecture, ourmain result
provides a precise formula for the leading term in the particular setting we have placed
ourselves.Hence, Theorem1.4 belowmaybe regarded as a p-adic avatar of the formula
for the leading term predicted by the conjecture of Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer, and we
hope it may suggest a p-adic variant of the classical equivariant Tamagawa number
conjecture; more details on this may appear elsewhere.
The reader may also find Theorem 1.4 interesting from the computational point
of view, as it provides an explicit p-adic formula for the Heegner point Pψ in
E(Hp)/E(Hp)tors. Namely,
Pψ = expE,p
(√
logp(uψ2)
λ( f˘ , g˘)
·
∫
γ˘gα
f˘ · E1,χK ,N
)
. (6)
Let Q( fN ) denote the finite extension of Q generated by the roots of the Hecke
polynomials T 2−aq( f )T +q for all primes q | N , q ! NE . Note that if f˘ ∈ S2(N )[ f ]
is chosen to be a normalized eigenvector for all good and bad Hecke operators Tℓ
for all primes ℓ, then the fourier coefficients of f˘ lie in Q( fN ). In a similar way,
observe also that if g˘ ∈ M1(N )[g] is chosen to be an eigenvector for all good and bad
Hecke operators, then the fourier coefficients of g˘ lie in Qψ . Write Qψ ( fN ) for the
compositum of Q( fN ) and Qψ .
Theorem 1.4 (i) If f˘ and g˘ are chosen to be eigenvectors for all good and bad
Hecke operators, then L can be taken to be Qψ ( fN ) and λ( f˘ , g˘) ̸= 0.
(ii) Assume that DK = NE and c = 1. Then the following formula holds true for
f˘ = f , g˘ = g:
λ( f, g) = (p − ap( f )ψ(℘¯)+ ψ
2(℘¯))2
p
· λ0
hK gK
,
where
λ0 =
{
1
p−1 if ψ2 = 1, that is to say, if g is Eisenstein
12
p−(p+1)ψ−2(℘¯)+ψ−4(℘¯) if ψ
2 ̸= 1, that is to say, if g is cuspidal.
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Note that in the special case in which NE is prime and ψ = 1, we obtain
λ( f, g) = |E(Fp)|
2
p(p − 1)hK . (7)
As reported in [10, Remark 3.4 and (45)], this formula was verified numerically in
several examples, and here it is proved unconditionally.
The proof of Theorem 1.4 actually provides an alternative proof of Theorem 1.3
in the setting considered here. As in loc.cit., we compare the values of several p-adic
L-functions at several points lying outside the region of interpolation, themain novelty
with respect to [10] being that we exploit Hida–Rankin p-adic L-function associated
to the convolution of two Hida families, instead of the triple-product Harris–Tilouine
p-adic L-function associated to a triple of Hida families. Since the former has been
extensively studied in the literature, this alternative approach allows us to perform
the explicit computations that are needed in order to derive the sought-after refined
formula.
2 Hecke characters, theta series, and Katz’s p-adic L-function
Let K/Q be an imaginary quadratic field of discriminant −DK and let c ⊂ OK be an
integral ideal. Let Ic denote the group of fractional ideals of K that are coprime to c.
A Hecke character of infinity type (κ1, κ2) of K is a homomorphism
ψ : Ic −→ C×
such that
ψ((α)) = ακ1ακ2
for all α ≡ 1 (mod c). The conductor ofψ is the largest ideal cψ for which this holds.
Let us introduce some basic notations and terminology:
• The norm map NK := |NKQ | : Ic −→ C× gives rise to a Hecke character of
infinity type (1, 1) and conductor 1.
• For any Hecke character ψ of infinity type (κ1, κ2) define ψ ′(a) = ψ(a), where
x denotes complex conjugation; we say that ψ is self-dual, or anticyclotomic, if
ψψ ′ = Nκ1+κ2K .• A Hecke character of finite order (or infinity type (0, 0)) can be regarded as a
character of GK = Gal (K¯/K ) via class field theory. We continue to denote by ψ
the resulting character, which is anticyclotomic.
• The central character εψ of ψ is the single Dirichlet character satisfying
ψ |Q = εψNκ1+κ2K .
The following lemma is well known.
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Lemma 2.1 Let ψ be a Hecke character of finite order. The following are equivalent:
(1) ψ is a ring class character.
(2) IndKQ(ψ) is a self-dual representation.
(3) The central character of ψ is trivial.
Given a Hecke character of K of infinity type (κ1, κ2), we can associate to it a theta
series as follows. Define the quantities
an(ψ) =
∑
a∈I ncψ
ψ(a),
where I ncψ is the set of the ideals in Icψ whose norm is n. Define also a0(1) = hK /wK
and a0(ψ) = 0 otherwise. As shown in [21],
θψ :=
∑
n≥0
an(ψ)qn =
∑
n≥0
an(θψ )qn ∈ Mκ1+κ2
(
DK NKQ (cψ ),χK εψ
)
(8)
is the q-expansion of a normalized newform of weight κ1+κ2, level DK NKQ (cψ ), and
nebentype χK εψ . Moreover θψ is Eisenstein if and only if ψ = ψ ′; otherwise θψ is a
cusp form.
Associated to ψ and θψ , there are the Hecke L-functions
L(ψ, s) := ∏
p
(
1− ψ(p)
NKQ p
s
)−1
and L(θψ , s) :=
∑
n≥1
an(θψ )
ns
.
They can be extended tomeromorphic functions onC. Since they coincide in a com-
mon region of convergence, they are actually the same function. From the definitions,
it is easy to verify that for any k ∈ Z we have
L(ψ, s) = L(ψNkK , s + k). (9)
2.1 Katz’s two-variable p-adic L-function
Assume DK ≥ 7 and let c ⊆ OK be an integral ideal. Fix a prime p = ℘℘¯ that splits
in K .
Denote by 1 the set of Hecke characters of K of conductor dividing c and define
1K = 1(1)K ∪1(2)K ⊂ 1
to be the disjoint union of the sets
1
(1)
K = {ψ ∈ 1 of infinity type (κ1, κ2), κ1 ≤ 0, κ2 ≥ 1},
1
(2)
K = {ψ ∈ 1 of infinity type (κ1, κ2), κ1 ≥ 1, κ2 ≤ 0}.
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For all ψ ∈ 1K , s = 0 is a critical point for the Hecke L-function L(ψ−1, s), and
Katz’s p-adic L-function is constructed by interpolating the (suitably normalized)
values L(ψ−1, 0) as ψ ranges over 1(2)K .
More precisely, let 1ˆK denote the completion of 1
(2)
K with respect to the compact
open topology on the space of functions on a certain subset of A×K , as described in [3,
Sect. 5.2]. By the work of Katz [23], there exists a p-adic analytic function
L p(K ) : 1ˆK −→ Cp,
which is uniquely characterized by the following interpolation property: for all ψ ∈
1
(2)
K of infinity type (κ1, κ2),
L p(K )(ψ) = eK (ψ)fK (ψ)2
κ1−κ2
p
2κ1−κ2 Lc(ψ
−1, 0), (10)
where
• Lc(ψ−1, s) is Hecke’s L-function associated to ψ−1 with the Euler factors at
primes dividing c removed,
• 2p ∈ C×p is a p-adic period attached to K , as defined in [3, (140)], [4, (25)],
• 2 ∈ C× is the complex period associated to K as defined in [3, (137)],
• eK (ψ) = (1− ψ(℘)p )(1− ψ−1(℘¯)), and fK (ψ) = (κ1−1)!·D
κ2/2
K
(2π)κ2 .
The following result is commonly known asKatz’s Kronecker p-adic limit formula.
It computes the value of L p(K ) at a finite order characterψ of GK , which lies outside
the region of interpolation (cf. [14, Ch. II, Sect. 5.2], [17, p. 90], [23, Sects. 10.4,
10.5]):
L p(K )(ψ) = fp(ψ) · logp(uψ−1), (11)
where
fp(ψ) =
{
1
2 (
1
p − 1) if ψ = 1
−1
24c (1− ψ(℘¯))(1− ψ(℘¯)p ) if ψ ̸= 1.
, (12)
Here c > 0 is the smallest positive integer in the conductor ideal of ψ .
3 Classical and p-adic Rankin L-functions
3.1 Eisenstein series
Let χ : (Z/NχZ)× → C be a Dirichlet character of conductor Nχ and let Qχ denote
the finite extension of Q generated by the values of χ . For any multiple N of Nχ , let
χN denote the character mod N induced by χ .
For every positive integer k ≥ 1, let Mk(N ,χN ) and Sk(N ,χN ) denote the spaces
of holomorphic (resp. cuspidal) modular forms of weight k, level N , and character χN .
We also letMank (N ,χN ) and S
an
k (N ,χN ) denote the space of real analytic functions
on the upper half plane with the same transformation properties under 40(N ) and
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having bounded growth (resp. rapid decay) at the cusps. On these spaces, one may
define the Shimura–Maass derivative operator
δk := 12π i
(
d
dz
+ ik
2y
)
: Mank (N ,χN ) −→ Mank+2(N ,χN ).
For every k ≥ 1 such that χ(−1) = (−1)k , define the nonholomorphic Eisenstein
series of weight k and level N attached to the character χN as the function onH×C
given by the rule
E˜k,χN (z, s) =
∑
(m,n)∈Z2\{(0,0)}
χ−1N (n)
(mNz + n)k ·
ys
|mNz + n|2s . (13)
Although a priori this series only converges forℜ(s) > 1− k/2, it can be extended
to a meromorphic function in the variable s on the whole complex planeC. For k > 2,
or k ≥ 1 but χ ̸= 1, the series arising by setting s = 0 is actually holomorphic in z
and gives rise to a modular form
E˜k,χN (z) := E˜k,χN (z, 0) ∈ Mk(N ,χ).
For any value of s, the series E˜k,χN (z, s) belongs to M
an
k (N ,χ) and one verifies
that
δk E˜k,χN (z, s) = −
s + k
4π
E˜k+2,χN (z, s − 1).
Moreover, if we let δtk = δk+2t−2 · · · δk+2δk denote the t-fold iterate of the Shimura–
Maass operator, then for all t ≤ (k − 1)/2 we have
E˜k,χN (z,−t) =
(k − 2t − 1)!
(k − t − 1)! (−4π)
tδtk−2t E˜k−2t,χN (z). (14)
Define a normalization Ek,χN ∈ Mk(N ,χ) of the Eisenstein series as
Ek,χN (z) =
Nk(k − 1)!
2(−2π i)kτ (χ−1) · E˜k,χN (z), (15)
where
τ (χ) =
Nχ∑
a=1
χ(a)e
2πai
Nχ
is the Gauss sum associated to the Dirichlet character χ .
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Let σk−1,χ denote the function on the positive integers defined as σk−1,χ (n) :=∑
d|n χ(d)dk−1. Then Ek,χ is a newform of level Nχ and its q-expansion is
Ek,χ (q) = L(χ , 1− k)2 +
∞∑
n=1
σk−1,χ (n)qn ∈ Mk(Nχ ,χ), q = e2π i z . (16)
When N > Nχ , Ek,χN (q) is a Qχ -linear combination of the modular forms
Ek,χ (qd) as d ranges over the positive divisors of N/Nχ (cf. [35, (3.3), (3.4)] for
the precise expression). In particular, Ek,χN is an eigenform with respect to all good
Hecke operators Tℓ, ℓ ! N with the same eigenvalues of Ek,χ .
3.2 Classical Rankin’s L-function
Recall that the Petersson scalar product on the space of real analytic modular forms
Sanl (N ,χ)× Manl (N ,χ) is given by
⟨ f1, f2⟩l,N :=
∫
40(N )\H
yl f1(z) f2(z)
dxdy
y2
. (17)
Let
gl =
∑
n≥1
an(gl)qn ∈ Sl(N ,χg), fk =
∑
n≥1
an( fk)qn ∈ Mk(N ,χ f )
be two eigenforms of weights l > k ≥ 1 and nebentype characters χg and χ f ,
respectively. We do not assume gl and fk to be newforms, but we do assume them to
be eigenvectors for all good and bad Hecke operators.
Setχ := (χgχ f )−1 and let g∗l =
∑
n≥1 a¯n(gl)qn ∈ Sl(N ,χ−1g ) denote themodular
form whose fourier coefficients are the complex conjugates of those of gl .
For a rational prime q, we let (αq(gl),βq(gl)) denote the pair of roots of the
Hecke polynomial X2 − aq(gl)X + χg,N (q)ql−1 which we label in such a way that
ordq(αq(gl)) ≤ ordq(βq(gl)). Note that (αq(gl),βq(gl)) = (aq(gl), 0) when q | N .
If the weight is l = 1 and q ! N , then both αq(gl) and βq(gl) are q-units; in that case,
we just choose an arbitrary ordering of this pair. Adopt similar notations for fk .
Define the Rankin L-function of the convolution of gl and fk as the Euler product
L(gl ⊗ fk, s) =
∏
q
L(q)(gl ⊗ fk, s), (18)
where q ranges over all prime numbers and
L(q)
(
gl ⊗ fk, s) = (1− αq(gl)αq( fk)q−s)−1(1− αq(gl)βq( fk)q−s)−1
× (1− βq(gl)αq( fk)q−s)−1(1− βq(gl)βq( fk)q−s)−1.
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Proposition 3.1 (Shimura) For all s ∈ C with ℜ(s) >> 0, we have
L(gl ⊗ fk, s) = 12
(4π)s
4(s)
⟨g∗l (z), E˜l−k,χN (z, s − l + 1) · fk(z)⟩l,N . (19)
Choose integers m, t such that
l = k + m + 2t andset j = (l + k + m − 2)/2 = l − t − 1.
For m ≥ 1 and t ≥ 0, evaluating Eq. (19) at s = j and using Eqs. (14) and (15), one
finds that
fHR(l, k,m) · L(gl ⊗ fk, j) = ⟨g∗l (z), δtm Em,χN (z) · fk(z)⟩l,N , (20)
where
fHR(l, k,m) = (−1)
t (m + t − 1)!( j − 1)!(i N )m
2l−1(2π)l+m−1 · τ (χ−1) . (21)
3.3 Critical values, algebraicity, and the Hida–Rankin p-adic L-function
Since we are assuming l > k ≥ 1, an integer j is critical for L(gl ⊗ fk, s) if and only
if j ∈ [k, l − 1]. We shall restrict our attention to critical integers in the range
j ∈
[
l + k − 1
2
, l − 1
]
,
and for a given such j we set
t := l − j − 1 and m := l − k − 2t.
From Eq. (20), it follows that
fHR(l, k,m) · L(gl ⊗ fk, j) = ⟨g∗l (z), δtm Em,χN (z) · fk(z)⟩l,N . (22)
Define the algebraic part of L(gl ⊗ fk, j) as in [5, (9)]:
Lalg(gl ⊗ fk, j) := fHR(l, k, j) L(gl ⊗ fk, j)⟨g∗l , g∗l ⟩l,N
= ⟨g
∗
l (z), δ
t
m Em,χN (z) · fk(z)⟩l,N
⟨g∗l , g∗l ⟩l,N
.
(23)
Fix a prime p ! N at which gl is ordinary and let gl,α ∈ Sl(Np,χg) denote the
ordinary p-stabilization of gl on which Up acts with eigenvalue αp(gl).
Let g be a Hida family of ordinary overconvergent modular forms of tame (but not
necessarily primitive) level N , passing through gl,α . The Hida family is parametrized
by a finite étale rigid analytic cover Ug of weight spaceW . By shrinking Ug if nec-
essary, we assume that Ug(Zp) is fibered over a single residue class modulo p − 1
ofW(Zp) = Z×p ≃ Z/(p − 1)Z × Zp. By a slight abuse of notation which shall be
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harmless for our purposes, we identify throughout points inUg with their image inW
under the weight map.
With these conventions, for every classical weight l ∈ Ug ∩ Z≥2 we let
gl ∈ Sl(N ,χg) (24)
denote the classical cusp form whose ordinary p-stabilization is the specialization of
g at an arithmetic point in Ug of weight l.
Define
eHR(l, k, j) := E(gl , fk, j)E1(gl)E0(gl) ,
where
E(gl , fk, j) = (1− βp(gl)αp( fk)pt−l+1)(1− βp(gl)βp( fk)pt−l+1)
×(1− βp(gl)αp( fk)χ(p)pt−l+1)(1− βp(gl)βp( fk)χ(p)pt−l+1),
E1(gl) = 1− βp(gl)2 p−l ,
E0(gl) = 1− βp(gl)2 p1−l .
In [20, Sect. 7.4], Hida constructed a three-variable p-adic L-function interpolating
central critical values of the Rankin L-function associated to the convolution of two
Hida families of modular forms. For the purposes of this note, it will suffice to retain
the restriction of this p-adic L-function to the one-dimensional domain afforded by
Ug. Here we will work with the notations and normalizations adopted in [5]. In order
to introduce this p-adic L-function properly, we shall make use of the following
operators on the space of overconvergent p-adic modular forms that we introduce
here by describing their action on q-expansions:
• Serre’s derivative operator d = q · ddq , which may be regarded as the p-adic avatar
of the Shimura–Maass operator invoked above,
• The U and V operators acting on a modular form φ = ∑ anqn by the rules
U (φ) = ∑ apnqn and V (φ) = ∑ anq pn,
• Hida’s ordinary idempotent eord := limUn!p , and
• p-depleting operator: φ[p] := (1−UV )(φ) = ∑p!n anqn .
Let E denote the Kuga–Sato variety fibered over X1(N ) and let E l−2 denote the
fiber product of l − 2 copies of E over X1(N ). The dimension of E l−2 is l − 1 and the
middle de Rham cohomology group Hl−1dR (E l−2/Cp) contains the canonical regular
differential form ωg∗l associated to g
∗
l . Let
⟨ ⟩ : Hl−1dR
(E l−2/Cp)× Hl−1dR (E l−2/Cp) −→ Cp
denote the nondegenerate Poincaré pairing on Hl−1dR (E l−2/Cp).
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The g∗l -isotypic component of H
l−1
dR (E l−2/Cp) is two-dimensional over Cp and it
admits a one-dimensional unit root subspace, denoted Hl−1dR (E l−2/Cp)u-r, on which
the Frobenius endomorphism acts as multiplication by a p-adic unit. This unit root
subspace is complementary to the line spanned by ωg∗l . There is thus a single class
ηu-rg∗l
∈ Hl−1dR (E l−2/Cp)u-r satisfying
⟨ωg∗l , ηu-rg∗l ⟩ = 1.
Let:g denote the algebra of Iwasawa functions onUg and letKg denote the fraction
field of :g. As shown in [5], there exists a unique p-adic L-function L p(g, f ) ∈ Kg
satisfying
L p(g, f )(l) = 1E0(gl , fk, j)
〈
ηurg∗l
, eord
(
dt E [p]m,χN · fk
)〉
(25)
for all l ∈ Ug ∩ Z≥2. Note that dt E [p]m,χN · fk is an overconvergent modular form of
weight l ≥ 2 and hence its ordinary projection is classical by a celebrated theorem
of Hida and Coleman. This way eord(dt E
[p]
m,χN
· fk) gives rise to a regular differential
form in Hl−1dR (E l−2/Cp), which may therefore be written as
eord(dt E
[p]
m,χN
· fk) = C(gl , fk) · ωg∗l
+(Other terms with respect to an orthogonal basis).
In plane terms, the above formula might be read as
L p(g, f )(l) = C(gl , fk)E0(gl , fk, j) .
The p-adic L-function L p(g, fk) deserves its name because it obeys and it is char-
acterized by the following interpolation formula that relates the values of L p(g, fk)
at integers l > k to critical values of a Rankin L-function. In fact, it follows from (23)
and (25) that for every l ∈ Ug ∩ Zl>k we have
L p(g, fk)(l) = eHR(l, k, j)·Lalg(gl⊗ fk, j) = eHR(l, k, j)fHR(l, k, j) L(gl ⊗ fk, j)⟨g∗l , g∗l ⟩l,N
.
(26)
We call this function the Hida–Rankin p-adic L-function associated to g and fk .
Note that l = 1 lies outside the above region of interpolation. Assume that there
exists an eigenform g1 ∈ M1(Ng,χg) such that the ordinary p-stabilization g1,α
arises as the specialization of g at an arithmetic point of weight 1 in Ug. Notice that
this is not always the case, as a Hida family may in general specialize to nonclassical
overconvergent modular forms at points of weight one.
The following result provides a formula for the value of L p(g, f ) at l = 1 and was
proved in [10, Sect. 2]. Assume that k = 2 and χ f = 1, so that χ = χ−1g , and set
f = f2. Recall the p-adic iterated integrals introduced in (5).
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Proposition 3.2 Let h := E1,χN ∈ M1(N ,χN ). Then L p(g, f ) has no pole at l = 1
and
L p(g, f )(1) =
∫
γg1
f · h. (27)
Proof Combine [10, Proposition 2.6] and [12, Remark 4.5, Proposition 4.6]. ⊓unionsq
3.4 Bertolini–Darmon–Prasanna’s p-adic L-function
As in the introduction, let E/Q be an elliptic curve of conductor NE and let f ∈
S2(NE ) denote the eigenform associated to it by modularity. As in Sect. 2.1, let also
K be an imaginary quadratic field of discriminant −DK ≤ −7 fulfilling the Heegner
hypothesis.
Let c ⊆ OK be an integral ideal and set N = lcm(NE , DK NK/Q(c)). Let1 denote
the set of Hecke characters of K of conductor dividing c. For any Hecke character
ψ ∈ 1 of infinity type (κ1, κ2), let L( f,ψ, s) denote the L-function associated to the
compatible system of Galois representations afforded by the tensor product ϱ f |GK ⊗ψ
of the (restriction to GK of) the Galois representations attached to f and the character
ψ .
As usual, L( f,ψ, s) = ∏q L(q)(q−s) is defined as a product of Euler factors
ranging over the set of prime numbers. The Euler factors at the primes q such that
q ! N are exactly the same as those of the Rankin L-series L(θψ ⊗ f, s) introduced
above, but may differ at the primes q such that q | N (details can be found in [16] for
f modular form of weight 2).
Let 1 f,K ⊂ 1 be the subset of Hecke characters of trivial central character in 1
for which L( f,ψ−1, s) is self-dual and s = 0 is its central critical point. This set is
naturally the disjoint union of the three subsets:
1
(1)
f,K = {ψ ∈ 1 f,K of infinity type (1, 1)},
1
(2)
f,K = {ψ ∈ 1 f,K of infinity type (2+ κ,−κ), κ ≥ 0}
and
1
(2′)
f,K = {ψ ∈ 1 f,K of infinity type (−κ, κ + 2), κ ≥ 0}.
Fix a prime p = ℘℘¯ that splits in K . Each of the three sets 1(1)f,K , 1(2)f,K , and 1(2
′)
f,K
are dense in the completion 1ˆ f,K of 1 f,K with respect to the p-adic compact open
topology as explained in [3, Sect. 5.2]. As shown in [3], there exists a unique p-adic
analytic function
L p( f, K ) : 1ˆ f,K −→ Cp
interpolating the critical values L( f,ψ−1, 0) for ψ ∈ 1(2)f,K , suitably normalized.
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We refer to L p( f, K ) as theBertolini–Darmon–Prasanna p-adic Rankin L-function
attached to the pair ( f, K ).
Consider a character ; ∈ 1(2)f,K of type (2 + κ,−κ), for κ ≥ 0. According to [3,
Sect. 5.2], the interpolation formula for L p( f, K ) reads
L p( f, K )(;) = Ec · eBDP(;) · fBDP(;) ·
24κ+4p
24κ+4 · L( f,;
−1, 0), (28)
where
• Ec = ∏q|c q−χK (q)q−1 , eBDP(;) = (1− ap( f );−1(℘¯)+ p;−1(℘¯)2)2,
• fBDP(;) =
(
2π√
DK
)2κ+1
κ!(κ + 1)! · 2♯q|(DK ,NE ) · ω( f,;)−1
with ω( f,;) as defined in [3, (5.1.11)].
If ψ is a finite order anticyclotomic character of conductor c | c, then ψNK lies
outside the region of interpolation and the main theorem of [4] asserts that
L p( f, K )(ψ−1NK ) = fp( f,ψ)× logωE (Pψ )2, (29)
where fp( f,ψ) = (1− ψ(℘¯)p−1ap( f )+ ψ2(℘¯)p−1)2.
4 Proof of the main theorem
Recall the three eigenforms that have been fixed at the outset:
f ∈ S2(NE ), g = θψ ∈ M1(DKc2,χK )Qψ , h = E1,χK ∈ M1(DK ,χK ).
Choose and fix modular forms f˘ ∈ S2(N )[ f ] and g˘ ∈ M1(N ,χK )[g] that are eigen-
forms for all good and bad Hecke operators. For the sake of concreteness, we may
write
f˘ (z) = ∑
d| NNE
µd( f ) f (dz), g˘(z) =
∑
d| N
Dc2
µd(g)g(dz),
where µd( f ), µd(g) belong to the number fieldQψ ( fN ) introduced in the paragraph
preceding Theorem 1.4.
Fix a prime p ! N that splits in K and choose a root α of T 2 − ap(g)T + 1. As in
the introduction, let g˘α ∈ M1(Np,χK ) denote the p-stabilization of g˘ on which Up
acts with eigenvalue α.
There exists a unique p-adic Hida family g of theta series of tame level DKc2 and
tame character χK passing through gα . As in Sect. 3.3 and (24), for every classical
weight l ∈ Ug ∩ Z≥2 we let
gl ∈ Sl(DKc2,χK ) (30)
denote the classical newform whose ordinary p-stabilization is the specialization of
g at an arithmetic point in Ug of weight l. Notice that at l = 1 the modular form gl
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is still classical, by assumption, but it might not be a cusp form. In this case we have
g1 = g ∈ M1(Dkc2,χK ).
For every such l, we can also explicitly describe the Hecke character ψl−1 of con-
ductor c and infinity type (0, l−1) such that gl = θψℓ−1 . We do the same construction
done in [20, p. 235–236] and [10, Sect. 3], but we slightly change conventions. Pick
a p-adic unitary character λ of conductor c℘¯ and infinity type (0, 1). Then define
ψℓ−1(q) := ψ(q)⟨λ(q)⟩ℓ−1, and define ψℓ−1(℘¯) := pℓ−1/ψℓ−1(℘). At any prime
q = qq¯ which splits in K , we have
αq(gl) = ψl−1(q), βq(gl) = ψl−1(q¯). (31)
Our running hypothesis on p and the Heegner assumption imply that this is the case
for q = p and for any of the primes dividing N but not DK .
Together with g, it will also be useful to consider the :-adic family of modular
forms
g˘(q) = ∑
d| N
Dc2
µd(g)g(qd)
arising from our choice of g˘. Note that g˘ specializes to g˘α in weight one.
LetU ◦g denote the subset ofUg consisting of classical points of weights of the form
2l + 3 ≡ 1 (mod p − 1) with l ∈ Z≥1. According to the conventions about Hida
families adopted in Sect. 3.3, note that U ◦g is dense in Ug.
Set j = l + 2, t = l, and m = 1. Then the interpolation formula of (26) at points
in U ◦g reads as follows:
L p(g˘, f˘ )(2l + 3, l + 2) = eHR(l) · fHR(l) · L(g˘2l+3 ⊗ f˘ , l + 2)⟨g˘∗2l+2, g˘∗2l+2⟩l,N
, (32)
where eHR(l) = E(2l + 3, 2, l + 2)/(E1(2l + 3)E0(2l + 3)) with
E(2l + 3, 2, l + 2) = (1− α f βθ2l+3 p−(l+2))2(1− β f βθ2l+3 p−(l+2))2,
E1(2l + 3) = 1− β2θ2l+3 p−2l−3,
E0(2l + 3) = 1− β2θ2l+3 p−2l−2,
and
fHR(l) = (−1)
l l!(l + 1)! · i · N
24l+5π2l+3 · τ (χK ) = (−1)
l · l!(l + 1)! · N
24l+5π2l+3 ·√DK . (33)
Here the last equality holds because τ (χK ) = i√DK (cfr. [32]).
We now need the following two basic lemmas.
Lemma 4.1 There exists a meromorphic function EulN (s) such that the following
factorization formula holds
L(g˘ ⊗ f˘ , s) = EulN (s) · L( f,ψ, s)
and EulN (1) ∈ Qψ ( fN )×.
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Proof Since we choose f˘ and g˘ to be eigenforms for all Hecke operators, we can use
Euler products to compare the two L-functions. Their Euler factors are equal outside
primes q | N . Then the factor EulN (s) is the product of the bad Euler factors at
q | N which encode this discrepancy. If we use the definitions of Eq. (18) and of [16,
equation (20.2)], we find
EulN (s)
=
∏
q|(NE ,DK )(1+ q−s)
∏
q||NE ,q!DK (1− aq ( f )q−s)2
∏
q|DK ,q!NE (1− aq ( f )aq (g)q−s + q1−2s)∏
q|N (1− αq ( f˘ )αq (g˘)q−s)
(34)
so that EulN (1) is a finite product of nonzero terms which lies in Qψ ( fN ). ⊓unionsq
Lemma 4.2 For l = −1 and l ∈ U ◦g , let ;l be the Hecke character ;l =
(ψ2l+2)−1Nl+2 of conductor c and infinity type (l+2,−l). Then there exists a number
EulH RN (l) ∈ Qψ ( fN ) such that the following equality of critical L-values holds:
L
(
g˘2l+3 ⊗ f˘ , l + 2) = EulH RN (l) · L( f,;−1l , 0).
Moreover, for l = −1 we have EulHRN (−1) ̸= 0.
Proof The L-functions L(g˘2l+3 ⊗ f˘ , s) and L(g2l+3 ⊗ f, l + 2) are defined by an
Euler product with exactly the same local factors at all primes q except possible for the
primes q | N . From the definition of L-factors, we have that EulHRN (l) lies inQψ ( fN )
for all l.
For l = −1, we have EulH RN (−1) = EulN (1) ∈ Qψ ( fN )× by Lemma 4.1. ⊓unionsq
Secondly, we have the following classical formula for the Petersson product, due
essentially to Petersson (cf. [19, Theorem 5.1], [29, Satz 6]):
Proposition 4.3 Set the index ℑ(N ) := [SL2(Z) : 40(N )] = ∏qnq ||N qnq−1(q + 1)
and define
fPet (l) := ℑ(N )ℑ(DKc2) ·
(2l + 2)!
24l+4π2l+3 ·
hc ·
√
DKc2
wc
,
where hc and wc are the class number and the number of roots of unity of the order
Oc of conductor c, respectively. Then
⟨g∗2l+3, g∗2l+3⟩N = fPet (l) · L
(
ψ22l+2, 2l + 3
)
. (35)
Let us introduce now the Hecke character =l = ψ−22l+2N2l+3 of infinity type (2l +
3,−2l − 1), and note that =l lies in the region of interpolation for the Katz p-adic
L-function. Since L(=−1l , s) = L(ψ22l+2, s + 2l + 3), it follows from (35) that
⟨g˘∗2l+3, g˘∗2l+3⟩l,N = Eul PetN (l) · ⟨g2l+3, g2l+3⟩l,N
= Eul PetN (l) · fPet(l) · L(=−1l , 0),
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where Eul PetN (l) ∈ Qψ is a nonzero number arising from the discrepancy at the primes
q | N of the local Hecke polynomials of g2l+3 and g˘2l+3.
Set
EulN (l) = Eul
HR
N (l)
Ec · Eul PetN (l)
and f∞(l) := fHR(l) · fK (=l)
fBDP(;l) · fPet (l)
and define the function
f : U ◦g −→ Cp, f(l) := EulN (l) · f∞(l).
Theorem 4.4 The function f interpolates to a p-adic analytic function on Ug and the
following factorization of p-adic L-series holds:
L p
(
g˘, f˘
)
(2l + 3)× L p(K )(=l) = f(l) · L p( f, K )(;l). (36)
Proof In our setting, the Bertolini–Darmon–Prasanna interpolation formula reads as
L
(
f,;−1l , 0
) = 1
eBDP(;l) · fBDP(;l) · Ec ·
24l+4
24l+4p
· L p( f, K )(;l), (37)
eBDP(;l) =
(
1− ap( f )ψ2l+2(℘¯)p−2−l + ψ2l+2(℘¯)2 p−2l−3
)2
,
fBDP(;l) =
(
2π
c
√
DK
)2l+1
l!(l + 1)! · 2♯q|(DK ,NE ) · ω( f,;l)−1,
Ec =
∏
q|c
q − χK (q)
q − 1 .
After replacing k1 = 2l + 3 and k2 = −2l − 1 in the Katz interpolation formula, we
find
L
(
=−1l , 0
) = 1
eK (=l) · fK (=l) ·
24l+4
24l+4p
· L p(K )(=l), (38)
eK (=l) =
(
1− ψ−22l+2(℘)p2l+2
)(
1− ψ
2
2l+2(℘¯)
p2l+3
)
,
fK (=l) =
(
2π√
DK
)2l+1
(2l + 2)!
Subsequently, substitute Eqs. (35), (37), and (38) into Eq. (32). Notice that by Eq. (31)
we have eHR(l)eK (l) = eBDP(l). An elementary manipulation immediately shows that
the decomposition formula (36) holds at all the points in U ◦g .
Since U ◦g is dense in Ug, in order to complete the proof of the theorem it only
remains to prove the claim that f extends to a p-adic analytic function on Ug.
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Recall that f(l)was defined as the product of two functions EulN (l) and f∞(l). The
Euler factors encoded in EulN (l) are rational functions on powers of primes q | N
and hence EulN extends to a p-adic analytic function on Ug.
As for the function f∞(l), we first notice that from [3, Eq. (5.1.11)] we can compute
thatω( f,;l) = (−1/N )l+1 ·ψ2l+2(N)−1. Henceω( f,;l) also interpolates to p-adic
analytic function on Ug. Combining the explicit recipes given in the text for fHR(l),
fK (=l), fBDP(;l), and fPet (l), one readily checks that
f∞(l) = −ℑ(DKc
2)
ℑ(N ) ·
N · 2−♯q|(DK ,NE )
hc · DK ·
ψ2l+2(N)
c−2l · Nl+1 . (39)
From this explicit description the claim follows. ⊓unionsq
Thanks to the above result, we can already prove Theorem 1.4. We evaluate (36) at
the point of weight one in Ug arising when we set l = −1. In this case, Theorem 4.4
asserts that
L p(g˘, f˘ )(1)× L p(K )(ψ−2N) = f(−1) · L p( f, K )(ψ−1N). (40)
Since L p(K )((ψ)−2NK ) = L p(K )(ψ−2) (c.f. [17, p. 90–91]), Proposition 3.2
combined with Eqs. (29) and (12) shows that
∫
γ˘
f˘ · E1,χK ,N = λ( f˘ , g˘) ·
log2E,p(Pψ )
logp(ug)
, (41)
where
λ( f˘ , g˘) = EulN (−1) · f∞(−1) · fp( f,ψ)
fp(ψ)
.
From Eq. (39), we hence derive that
f∞(−1) = −ℑ(DKc
2)
ℑ(N ) ·
N
DKc2 · hc · 2
−♯q|(DK ,NE ) · ψ(N) ∈ Qψ ( fN )×.
By Lemma 4.2, λ( f˘ , g˘) ∈ Qψ ( fN )× hence the first statement of Theorem 1.4 follows.
For the second part of our main theorem, assume that N = DK = NE and c = 1,
and put f˘ = f , g˘ = g, and h˘ = h = E1,χK . In this setting, EulN (−1) = 1 and
λ( f, g) = f∞(−1) · fp( f,ψ)
fp(ψ)
.
Moreover, it follows from genus theory that gK := [ClK : Cl2K ] = 2#q|DK−1 so that
f∞(−1) = −12hK gK . The proof follows after combining that with Formulae (12) and
(29).
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